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You know all of those things you lie awake thinking about at night? Those things you need to do that are

constantly running through your head throughout the day? Laundry, dinner, bathrooms, grocery shopping.

Household management is a term I like to use that refers to all that mental clutter we carry around as moms

regarding our homes. My grandmother is truly a star home maker. I've always admired how organized, deliberate,

and routine-oriented she is and often as a young adult I wondered if I'd ever get there myself. It's taken me a few

years, but now that I am five years into managing a household (and homeschooling on top of it) I wanted to write

a whole mini-guide on it to share with you some of my secrets for how I get things done in my home.
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What is Household Management?



01. Pick-up throughout the day.
I did a "day in the life" video the other day and posted it to YouTube. One of the most-asked questions was "how is your

house so clean?" The answer to this is multi-faceted. We don't own a ton of "stuff" and almost every item in our home serves
a purpose. Therefore it isn't very cluttered and looks "clean" to most. But truly, my secret is that I just pick-up throughout the

day. I know this method doesn't work for everyone, but it's something that I find extremely useful. When my floors are clear
(after play sessions, of course... never during!) I feel like my head is clear too! If my kids use a toy, they generally know that
they need to put it away after. Tip: Making a place for toys and other objects that is consistent helps them learn where things go and

where they don't, so be mindful and make sure you're teaching them your expectations!

02. Build in routines for keeping your home tidy.
Building in cleaning and picking up throughout the day is what helps me actually keep the fire going. I have a routine I do in

the morning and a routine I do in the evening. Building these into my day allows me to ensure they actually get done!

03. Meal plan for the week (or month)!
Okay, this might be old news, but for homeschool moms especially- you guys have to do this if you don't already! We make so

many decisions in a day, the last thing we need to do is make decisions about what to eat for us, and our children, and our
husband, THREE times per day! In the "meal planning" section, I share how I menu plan and a few other ways to do it too!

04. Utilize a weekly task check list.
I share more on this below, but I utilize Weekly Task Checklists for my morning and evening routines, as well as my weekly
clean-up routine so that my household runs smoothly. This took some work initially but it's so worth it. I love crossing things

off my to-do list, and I love having a clean home, so they go hand in hand!

05. Designate a day for everything.
If you aren't a lover of lists of checking the boxes, designating a day for each task helps break it up! I talk more about this in my
Weekly Task Checklist section. I do my shopping for groceries on a specific day, and I meal plan on a specific day every week

too. Having designated days help me feel less overwhelmed looking at a large to-do list.

06. Hold a "family meeting" on Sundays.
We won't be discussing finances in this min-guide, but this is my secret to staying close and communicating effectively with

one another. My husband and I are huge on the "family meeting" each week. We schedule ours for Sundays. It's a great time to
check in with each other on schedules for the upcoming week. We discuss our budget, and our family to-do list. Overall, it's just

an easy way to stay in communication amongst the "busy-ness" that life with kids can sometimes be!

My Tips for Managing a Household
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I love my morning routine. If I am able to complete all or most of my little list it helps my day get started on the

right foot. I included a copy of my morning routine on the next page. I don't use it anymore because this stuff is

second nature to me now, but it will help you build some habits if you use it! Here is my morning routine in a

nutshell. I usually start by opening the blinds upstairs in each room. Then I make the beds in my room and the

girls' room. Then, I'll go around the house and tidy up. I'll pick up books that have fallen or toys that haven't been

put away. Then I will put away any clothes that are on the floor. I'm usually pretty rigid about keeping floors and

surfaces, like dressers, clean. It makes the house feel so much more tidy. I'll get ready, quickly, while my kids play.

My "getting ready" routine involves getting dressed, quick make-up, and brushing my hair. 

Next, I'll put a load of laundry in (if laundry is on my weekly task list for the day) and head downstairs. After I

head down, I open the blinds down there, and in the winter, turn on my fireplace. Then I light a candle and

usually put on some ambient music. I opt for either indie folk, worship music, or classical. Then I start my coffee

or tea and make breakfast! After breakfast, the last step of my morning routine (which doesn't always get

completed, but usually 5 days out of 7) is my mother's morning basket. It's a basket I put together in the beginning

of last year that allows me to have some "me-time" moments each morning. Learn more about the mother's

morning basket here.

My Morning Routine Checklist
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My Evening Routine Checklist

My evening routine is very similar to my morning routine. There are two phases of the routine, however. Before I

start dinner I usually close all of the blinds, lay out my daughter's pajamas, pick up the upstairs, and turn down our

beds. 

The rest of my evening routine revolves around bedtime. We read stories, brush teeth, get pajamas on, and I get

the girls down for bed. I then check on the laundry if it's on my task list for the day. Lastly, I always make sure to

end our night with a clean kitchen. It ensures a stress-free, happy morning the next day so it's something I never

compromise on.

https://livingincolorblog.com/2020/09/my-homeschool-mothers-morning-basket.html


MORNING ROUTINE

Mom's
Open blinds

Make beds

Get dressed

Check laundry

Breakfast + coffee

Mom's Morning Basket

Light a candle + music



EVENING ROUTINE

Mom's
Close blinds

Turn down beds

Lay out pajamas

Brush (kids) teeth

Pick-up rooms

Laundry switch

Kitchen clean
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As a homeschool mom of two, I don't often have time to myself. This is partly because I've chosen for
our lifestyle to be this way. We don't utilize babysitters, and don't live near family, but we still have
things we need to do each day. I keep my weekly task checklist items for when I know my children will
be occupied, either first thing in the morning, or when I know they'll be busy with independent play or
something else I've set up for them. 

You have to get stuff done while your kids are awake and around, so creating systems and routines in
place for your kids will help them understand what they need to be doing (or not doing) during that
time. For example, in the box below I've shared several ideas for how to keep your children occupied
and a couple of other strategies to try too. Remember, when implementing a new routine at home, your
children won't get it right the first time, or maybe not even the first five times, but be patient and
consistent. In time, they'll learn what it means when "mom and dad need some time to get their weekly
tasks done" and they'll act accordingly!

How to Complete Your Tasks With Kids in Tow
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01. Cleaning the bathrooms? Then it's bath time!
If your children are toddlers (around ages 2-5), have them take a bath while you clean the bathroom! It's super

convenient because you're right there scrubbing the shower right alongside them while they're in the bath
tub. (Important note: Just make sure if you do this you're using non-toxic cleaning products. I love Branch

Basics best!) I also like to do my mirrors, counters, toilets, pretty much everything in the bathroom aside from
our tub when my kids are contained and contently playing. 

02. Set out a play invitation.
Another easy way to keep your children busy while you get your weekly tasks done is to utilize play

invitations. Our weekly emails (from the Thriving at Home membership) have play/art invitation ideas each
week, so use those! Additionally, if there's a toy or some special art supplies your kids love that they don't get
to use very often, keep those aside. Only get out those "special" items when you know you need to get stuff

done (aka, dishes, deep clean, meal plan, etc).

03. Invite them to join.
So this idea doesn't work too well with younger kiddos (probably just 2+), but now that my five-year-old is older,
she really enjoys helping me "clean". I give her her own broom and dust pan and she will help me sweep while I

dust, or vice versa. Children are surprisingly happy to help and "spend time" with their parents, even if it means just
cleaning up dust or putting away spoons.

04. The Trade-Off: Take "shifts" trading off with your spouse.
This is my husband and I's best kept secret. We "trade-off" to get stuff done on Sundays because we don't live near
family. We also don't utilize babysitters so it's either him or I. We spend a lot of time together on Saturdays for our
Sabbath, so Sundays are our relaxed, get the house in order for the week days. He has his "Sunday tasks" and I have

my "Sunday tasks" (see more about those in my Weekly Task List section and we each get about an hour to
accomplish them, trading off time with the kids. 

It's a great balance and this is useful for many other things, not just getting things done around the house. Alone
time, when you're on the parent train 24/7, is nearly impossible, so the "trade-off" method is super useful. 

We don't use screens for this time, so my husband or I will read to them, take them to the forest, go on a
neighborhood walk, ride bikes, or play with them. They love playing "pretend" with adults.
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How to Complete Your Tasks With Kids in Tow
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Meal planning truly is such a lifesaver. There are so many ways to do it too

so don't stress feeling like there's one perfect way to meal plan. There are

so many methods, and overall, you have to do what's best for your family. 

I outlined some of the most popular methods on the next page, and I

actually use a variation of all of them. I also want to link to a blog post I

wrote a while back on my specific meal-planning strategy in addition to

what you'll see in the following pages. You can read that here.

“ W e  w a n t  o u r  h o m e  t o
b e  a  s t r o n g  s h e l t e r  i n

t h e  m i d s t  o f  t h e  s t o r m s
o f  l i f e . ”

- S a l l y  C l a r k s o n ,  T h e
L i f e g i v i n g  H o m e :

C r e a t i n g  a  P l a c e  o f
B e l o n g i n g  a n d  B e c o m i n g

Meal Planning

https://livingincolorblog.com/2020/01/my-weekly-meal-planning-process.html


METHOD 1: Meal plan by week

This method just involves sitting down at the start of each week
and planning out the meals until the following week. You can
do this Tuesday - Tuesday (my personal recommendation) or
Sunday - Sunday.

METHOD 2: Meal plan by month
I had never done a monthly meal plan until about a year ago. I
always planned out our meals weekly, but I slowly realized that
we were pretty much repeating the same meals about twice a
month anyway! I decided to take a little calendar for the month
and plan out our dinners. It's taken so much work out of my
weekly planning - it's amazing. I still plan the breakfasts,
lunches, and snacks weekly as I make our grocery list.

METHOD 3: Meal plan with capsule menus
I love capsule menus. It's actually wasn't joking when I said I
pretty much utilize all of these meal planning methods for our
household. For our capsule menu, I basically picked our favorite
20-30 dinner recipes and plugged them into a calendar for each
month. It's a "capsule" because we are making the same few
recipes and keeping it simple!

METHOD 4: Meal plan with seasonal menus
I have big plans for 2021. One of my goals in 2021 is to eat as
seasonally as possible. If tomatoes aren't in season, I'm going to
try eating foods that are in season (like squash in the winter).
We'll see how this goes, but part of my goal is to make a seasonal
capsule menu. This means utilizing foods only available in the
summer in our summer menu, and the same for autumn, winter,
and spring.
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Meal Planning



Currently, I meal plan monthly,
but I used to plan our meals out
weekly. I created a little planning
sheet last year to help me assign
each night a specific food item. It
helps us not only get variety, but
it allows me to plan by food menu
type, which helps it go super fast!
Read more on my meal planning
process here.
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Meal Planning: My Current Method (aka: method 5)

I use my Golden Coil Planner
meal planner sheet. It has an area
for your weekly breakfasts,
lunches, and dinners, as well as
snacks. I make my grocery list
there as well and shop at our local
co-op or via Thrive Market for
our food. I try to eat as locally and
seasonally as possible, but we
aren't perfect at this!

https://livingincolorblog.com/2020/01/my-weekly-meal-planning-process.html


The weekly task checklist is my favorite

tool. Get your own in this mini-guide!

This little sheet helps me stay on track with

my household management. Yes, I even

schedule my showers. (Well, I schedule hair-

washing - I shower more frequently than

once a week.) I keep things like library book

check-out, homeschool nature group meet-

ups, and daily household chores on here.

I keep this on my refrigerator with a dry erase

marker and each time I complete a task for

the day, I check it off. Do I always complete

everything on the day's list? No! But I do go

back to it the following day and try to check

it off if I can.

On the weekly task checklist, I only have

things I do every single week, but I also have

a few items I do monthly as well. Things like

cutting my husband and daughter's hair, deep

cleaning appliances, etc. only get done once a

month, so I keep a separate list for those

items.

Saturday isn't on the list at all because those

are set aside as family days.

My Weekly Task Check List
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weekly

TASK CHECKLIST

MONDAY TUESDAY

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

prepare homeschool materials

meal plan + grocery list

wash load of towels

load of laundry

grocery pick-up

load of laundry

homeschool group

fold/put away laundry

reserve library books

vacuum clean bathrooms

work-out work time

FRIDAY

baking day

poetry tea time

work-out

work time

work-out

nature group

library pick-up

wash all bed sheets

work time

wash girls' hair

mommy wash hair

family meeting



weekly

TASK CHECKLIST

MONDAY TUESDAY

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

FRIDAY



01. The "Today List" on a single notecard

For this, each day, simply make a to-do list for the day on a single notecard. This allows your brain to

focus only on the things you need to get done in the present. It's a perfect tactic for those who don't like

over-planning with task lists, etc., but want a little more structure.

02. The "Sunday Flow"

If you have a hectic week ahead or you homeschool while working from home, you may utilize the

"sunday flow" where you accomplish almost all of those items on the weekly task checklist (like laundry,

meal plan, grocery shop, etc) in one day. My husband and I did a version of this when we were single and

both working out of the home full-time. It allows for a wonderful start to the week! 

03. Divide + Conquer

This is a great strategy to utilize if you have older children. Create a chore chart or their own weekly task

checklists for them so they know what they need to accomplish each day/week.
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Other Notable Organization Methods
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CORRESPONDING VIDEO
Access the corresponding video here, or by clicking the image below!

 
*This is a private video created and embedded link for TAH members or individuals who have purchased this product as a mini-

guide.

https://youtu.be/7YNQTtVK6EU
https://youtu.be/7YNQTtVK6EU
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